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Mobility, planning and cycling: a study from Lund University
A study from Lund University in Sweden has compared the role of urban cycling and transport planning in Copenhagen, Denmark,
and Stockholm, Sweden, and the results could serve as a guide for other cities struggling with cycling safety.
One important conclusion from Till Koglin’s thesis, Phd in Transport Planning from Lund University, is that key economic and
historical factors have informed the power relations that affect the outcome of planning, something that creates vitally different
everyday experiences of cycling in the two cities.
Some of the reasons Copenhagen evolved into a “better” cycling city than Stockholm were accidental, for example that the Danish
economy was weaker than Sweden’s after World War II, leaving less resources for car infrastructure. Another one is Denmark’s
lack of an automotive industry, and therefore relatively strong support for cycling amongst the general population.
The more recent divergent development of urban planning in both cities is largely due to Copenhagen’s conscious cycling
strategies, allowing Denmark to build on the historical evolution that favoured cycling over car traffic. (VIDEO)
Overall, however, the study managed to show how cycling as a mode of transport is marginalised in urban space, and that urban
space wars between cyclists and car drivers and among cyclists are fought in Copenhagen as well as in Stockholm.
“This thesis indicates that even in cities that are very good for cycling, like Copenhagen, the motorised modes of transport create
many problems and are still dominating urban space”, concludes Till Koglin, the researcher behind the study.

Theoretical background:
The thesis brings a spatial dimension into the research on urban mobilities and connects the spatial dimension to the
marginalisation of cyclists in urban space. This has been done by exploring the role of urban bicycling and transport planning
in Copenhagen, Denmark and Stockholm, Sweden.
The study shows that urban bicycling is a good example of displaying the relation between space and mobilities, since cyclists
often suffer from marginalised space in cities around the world. From interviews and questionnaire data it became clear that
different more or less visible factors have influenced the thinking, planning and politics in two different directions in Stockholm
and Copenhagen.
The video can be used for news purposes. For more multimedia requests, please contact the International Media
Office at Lund University.
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Lund University was founded in 1666 and is ranked as one of the top 100 universities in the world. With high-quality education and research at
eight faculties, we are one of the most comprehensive universities in Scandinavia. The University has 47000 students and 7000 staff based in
Lund, Helsingborg and Malmö. Lund is often considered to be Sweden’s most attractive study destination and huge investments are currently
being made in the new research facilities MAX IV and ESS in the city.

